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A new dawn
Rooted in the optimism and discovery

that come with a new day, Saucony brings 

an energetic, bright future to the new year. Spring 

2021 footwear and apparel is an electrifying lineup of 

advanced technology and forward-thinking design, to show 

you just how bright the future can be when you run with us.
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Tried and true.
For over a century, we’ve been pushing the pace with equal 

parts passion and precision – always packed with pure 

performance for the goodness of the run ahead. 

Whether you’re just starting out or loyal to the sport, we know 

one thing holds true – one good run leads to another.
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Endorphin Pro 

Endorphin Speed

Endorphin Shift

Triumph

Guide

Omni 

Ride

Echelon

Kinvara
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Weight

Men 213g

Women 179g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN PB

Offset

8mm 

(35.5mm / 27.5mm)

Category

Neutral

 

Fastest to the finish 

New ultralight PeBa®-based 
PWRRUN PB cushioning and a 
full-length carbon fiber plate takes 
energy efficiency to new heights. 
The reduction in fatigue means 
running at top speed feels easier, 
so you get to the finish 
line faster.

Roll to a new PR  
 
The SPEEDROLL, an always-forward 
geometry, creates a lively rolling 
feel underfoot. It’s a propulsive ride 
that’s unique to Saucony—feeling 
instantly responsive and natural at 
the same time.

Race-day light 
 
Inspired by track spikes, the 
FORMFIT of this shoe uses 
hyperlight, ultra-thin engineered 
materials to ensure you have only
what you need to be at your best.

EndorphinPRO

You, but faster.
For athletes looking for a performance advantage over the competition, the carbon-plated EndorphinPro 

makes magic happen on race day by rewriting what the fastest times should feel like.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Future / Blue
S20598-26  

COLOUR Future / Pink
S10598-26  

COLOUR Future / Black
S20598-25  

COLOUR Future / Black
S10598-25  

Liefertermin: ab April 21

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 249.90

Summer Colour
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Weight

Men 221g

Women 192g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN PB

Offset

8mm 

(35.5mm / 27.5mm)

Category

Neutral

Energy for forever fast 
 
New ultralight PeBa®-based 
PWRRUN PB cushioning takes 
energy efficiency to new heights. 
The reduction in fatigue means 
running at top speed feels easier, 
so you get to the finish line faster.

Soft with more snap  
 
The SPEEDROLL, an always-forward 
geometry, creates a lively rolling 
feel underfoot. It’s a propulsive ride 
that’s unique to Saucony—feeling 
instantly responsive and natural at 
the same time.

Light but loaded comfort 
 
FORMFIT ensures a locked-in 
fitthat’s light on foot with 
breathable engineered mesh 
and 3D-printed structure where 
needed most.

EndorphinSPEED

Roll forward, faster.
For athletes looking for a performance advantage on every run, the EndorphinSpeed makes running fast 

feel easier by proving that a cushioned shoe can deliver speed and a natural feel at the same time.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Future / Black
S20597-25  

COLOUR Future / Blue
S20597-26  

COLOUR Future / Black
S10597-25  

COLOUR Future / Pink
S10597-26  unverb. empf. VP: CHF 219.90

Liefertermin: ab April 21

Summer Colour
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COLOUR Future / Blue
S20577-26  

COLOUR Future / Pink
S10577-26

COLOUR Future / Black
S20577-25  

COLOUR Future / Black
S10577-25  

Weight

Men 286g

Women 269g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

4mm 

(38mm / 34mm)

Category

Structured Cushioning

Feels refreshingly plush

More PWRRUN cushioning
underfoot provides just-right
softness that feels forgiving
without feeling squishy.

Let the good times roll 

The SPEEDROLL, an always-forward 
geometry, creates a lively rolling 
feel underfoot. It’s a propulsive ride 
that’s unique to Saucony—feeling 
instantly responsive and natural at 
the same time.

Structured for comfort

A TPU heel counter works in
unison with the medial rubber
wrap to create structural support
in a lightweight form to adapt to 
a variety of foot types.

EndorphinSHIFT

Max cushioning. Full speed. 
For those looking to give their body a break, the EndorphinShift takes a new approach to make any run 

feel easier by reducing the stress on the feet and treating them to lots of feel-good cushioning.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90

Summer Colour

Liefertermin: ab April 21
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Weight

Men 315g

Women 275g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN+

Offset

8mm 

(32.5mm / 24.5mm)

Category

Neutral

More springy-cloud feeling

PWRRUN+, the next generation of 
amazing cushioning, gives you a 
luxurious underfoot feel that won’t 
break down—now 25% lighter 
than before.

Soft with more snap 

New midsole geometries coupled 
with a new, durable rubber outsole 
make the cushy ride of this shoe 
feel faster.

More luxury on foot

FORMFIT acts like a luxurious 
bucket seat for your foot, with even 
softer materials than ever before.

Triumph18

Win the day.
For those who crave the ultimate in protective cushioning, the Triumph18, our most cushioned shoe, has been retooled 

to give long runs a new faster feel with all the luxurious comfort you desire.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Future / Blue
S20595-26  

COLOUR Future / Pink
S10595-26  

COLOUR Cobalt / Storm
S20595-55  

COLOUR Lilac / Copper
S10595-35  

COLOUR Future / Black
S20595-25  

COLOUR Future / Black
S10595-25  

RS ONLY

RS ONLY

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90

Liefertermin: ab April 21

Summer Colour
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Weight

Men 298g

Women 266g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15, 16

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

8mm 

(32.5mm / 24.5mm)

Category

Structured Cushioning

Eye-opening comfort

Newly formulated PWRRUN foam 
packs in more responsiveness with 
a softer feel than most other EVA 
formulations, so it delivers a livelier 
sensation than what stability-
seeking runners are accustomed to.

Flawless stability  
 
The tonal medial TPU guidance 
frame and 3D-engineered fascia 
in the upper both help deliver 
360 degrees of stability while 
disappearing into the design of the 
shoe for a clean overall look.

Distraction-free fit

FORMFIT addresses the collective 
constructions that help our shoes 
wrap and fit around your entire 
foot, and the Guide 14 has been 
streamlined to achieve more 
comfort with less bulk. Runners 
will primarily notice this in the 
enhanced heel fit and a generally 
lighter feel on foot.

Guide14

Confident strides forward
Guiding your every mile, it’s pure performance in a shoe you’ll be wearing past your workout. The look is clean, 

the ride is so smooth – you’ll be confident with every stride forward.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Future / Black
S20654-25  

COLOUR Future / Black 
S10654-25  

COLOUR Charcoal / ViZiGold
S20654-45  

COLOUR Lilac / Storm
S10654-35  

COLOUR Charcoal / Rose
S10654-45  

COLOUR Alloy / Cobalt
S20654-55  

COLOUR Future / Pink
S10654-26  

COLOUR Future / Blue
S20654-26  

RS ONLY

RS ONLY

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90

Liefertermin: ab April 21

Liefertermin: ab April 21

Summer Colour

Summer Colour
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Weight

Men 323g

Women 278g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

8mm 

(34mm / 26mm)

Category

Stability

More feel-good cushioning 

New PWRRUN cushioning provides 
just-right softness and a springy, 
more responsive feel than you’d 
expect from a shoe this supportive. 

Feels comfortably stable

The extended medial post in the 
midsole complements a generous 
platform to promote proper body 
alignment with each step. Plus, 
a newly designed internal heel 
counter wraps around the heel 
for enhanced control. 
 

An upgraded fit 

The FORMFIT construction 
utilizes new materials to achieve a 
comfortable and secure feel with a 
modern, streamlined appearance.

Omni19

Streamlined support with surprising spring.
For those who need support, the Omni19 delivers miles of comfortable running with added stability, a generous fit, and 

more spring than you’d expect from a shoe this supportive. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

C/O Black / White
S20570-40  

C/O Black / White
S10570-40  

COLOUR Fog / Citrus
S20570-45  

COLOUR Sky / Storm
S10570-45  unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90
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Ride13

Enjoy the ride.
For those who crave reliable comfort on any run, the Ride13 keeps paving the way 

to smooth miles with even softer cushioning and a new streamlined fit.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight

Men 277g

Women 244g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

8mm 

(32mm / 24mm)

Category

Neutral

More feel-good cushioning 

New PWRRUN cushioning provides 
just-right softness that’s responsive 
enough to tackle as many miles as 
you wish.

More smooth miles  

The increased durability of the 
blown rubber outsole means 
more smooth miles. Plus, it provides 
added cushioning 
at a lighter weight.

Fit for all

The clean look of the new 
FORMFIT construction combines 
a breathable engineered mesh  
with 3D printed overlays for a fit 
that accommodates a wide range 
of foot shapes comfortably.

Key details3 good things to know

C/O Charcoal / Red
S20579-30 

C/O Blush / Dusk
S10579-20  

C/O Mutant
S20579-10  

C/O Mutant
S10579-10  unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90
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Ride14

Ready for a revolution?
The evolution of the reliable Ride14 combines the comfort and cushioning you’d expect with a new bolder, faster design 

you’ll want to wear well past the run.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight

Men 266g

Women 238g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

8mm 

(32mm / 24mm)

Category

Neutral

Consistently good 
cushioning 

PWRRUN cushioning continues 
to provide just the right amount of 
softness, yet responsive enough to 
tackle as many miles as you wish.

Bolder and faster

Inspired by wear testing and 
consumer feedback, the updated 
shape and handcrafted feel deliver 
a sleek, secure profile that’s faster 
and more dynamic than before.

Slipper-like fit

The clean look of FORMFIT 
combines a new and improved 
engineered mesh to optimize 
breathability with a lighter, 
thinner internal construction for 
a comfortable and custom fit.  

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Charcoal / Black
S20650-45   

COLOUR Charcoal / Black
S10650-45   

COLOUR Citrus / Black
S20650-55   

COLOUR Fog / Cherry
S10650-55   

COLOUR Future / Blue
S20650-26   

COLOUR Future / Pink
S10650-26   

RS ONLY

RS ONLY

Liefertermin: ab April 2021

Summer Colour

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90
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Weight

Men 354g

Women 309g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

8mm 

(35mm / 27mm)

Category

Neutral

More feel-good cushioning 

New PWRRUN cushioning provides 
just-right softness and  a springy, 
more responsive feel for endless 
miles of comfort.

Stable as ever 

The shoe’s solid foundation 
feels even more stable thanks 
to a new lightweight midfoot 
support panel.

Generous and secure fit

Those with orthotics, or flat 
and voluminous feet find 
comfort in the spacious 
FORMFIT construction, made even 
more secure with a new 
3D heel counter.

Echelon8

A feel-good ride that accommodates all who run.
For those who need a protective shoe that meets a wide-range of needs, the generous and accommodating Echelon8 

welcomes them with feel-good cushioning, a balanced and stable ride, and a secure fit.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

C/O Black / White
S10574-40   

C/O Alloy / Black
S20574-30  

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90
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Weight

Men 213g

Women 184g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

4mm 

(28.5mm / 24.4mm)

Category

Neutral

Feels light and fast

PWRRUN cushioning maintains 
the lightweight responsiveness 
that makes this shoe a favorite for 
daily training miles or racing longer 
distances.  

More aggressive handling

The addition of more ground 
contact adds power to the flexible 
ride, making the transition from 
landing to takeoff even faster. 

Stripped-down comfort

Lightweight printing gives just 
enough structure to the breathable, 
adaptable mesh upper to feel 
secure without weighing you down.  

Kinvara12

Light speeds ahead.
The Kinvara12 is our trusted go-fast trainer, further refined to make the most of less. Made lighter with a simplified upper, 

the ride feels as fast as ever—with the flex needed to get you to the start line stronger and the finish line sooner. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Future / Black
S20619-25  

COLOUR Future / Black
S10619-25  

COLOUR Cherry / Silver
S10619-55  

COLOUR Blue / Citrus
S20619-55  

COLOUR Future / Blue
S20619-26  

COLOUR Future / Pink
S10619-26  

RS ONLY

RS ONLY

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

Liefertermin: ab April 21

Summer Colour
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Xodus

Peregrine

Mad River TR

Excursion TR

19

20

23

24

Unplug, dig in, and run on.
If your journey begins where the road ends, then you’re ready 

to take a peak and attack the terrain ahead. Traction packed 

with versatility and durability, our new trail line is built to 

tackle every off-road adventure.
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Xodus11

We’ve reached a new peak.
Get out and stay out in our most cushioned trail shoe that’s ready for long days on rugged terrain. An aggressive lug 

pattern and PWRTRAC rubber outsole ensure great grip, while PWRRUN+ cushioning lends a full-suspension ride over 

as many miles as you can cover. Lace up and test your limits in the Xodus 11. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight

Men 337g

Women 299g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN+

Offset

4mm 

(31.5mm / 27.5mm)

Lug Height

5mm 

Category

Neutral

Unending grip 

Aggressive, multi-directional 5mm 
lugs combine with PWRTRAC 
rubber to give you the control and 
traction to confidently tackle 
any terrain. 

Full-suspension feel 

Run longer and more comfortably 
with energizing PWRRUN+ 
cushioning and the protection 
of a rock plate underfoot. 

Durable and breathable

The new durable engineered mesh 
upper allows you to run longer with 
greater comfort. 

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Black / Gravel
S20638-45  

COLOUR Black / Sunset
S10638-45  

COLOUR Citrus / Alloy
S20638-35  

COLOUR Tide / Key Lime
S10638-35  

Liefertermin: ab April 2021

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90

Summer Colour
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Peregrine11

Good to go. Anywhere.
Feel the speed and grip of the always-capable Peregrine11. Built on a trusted foundation of PWRTRAC rubber lugs and 

PWRRUN cushioning, it delivers a ride that feels both aggressive and responsive. And with an even more protective 

upper than before, it’s packed with everything you need to move fast over any type of rugged terrain. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Weight

Men 310g

Women 270g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

4mm 

(27mm / 23mm)

Lug Height

5mm 

Category

Neutral

Grip that won’t slip 

Aggressive lugs made of PWRTRAC 
tacky rubber conform to dig in and 
confidently grip a wide variety of 
terrains. 

Feels rock steady 

PWRRUN cushioning supplies a 
responsive feel while a rock plate 
ensures additional protection for 
pushing uphill and driving downhill 
with confidence. 

Durable speed

The new ultralight, durable top layer 
adds durability to the comfortable 
air mesh bootie so nothing snags 
your speed.

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Gravel / Black
S20641-35  

COLOUR Zinc / Sky / Loom
S10641-35  

COLOUR Future / Black
S20641-25  

COLOUR Future / Black
S10641-25  

COLOUR Future / Blue
S20641-26  

COLOUR Future / Pink
S10641-26  

RS ONLY

RS ONLY

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90

Liefertermin: ab April 21

Summer Colour
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Weight

Men 326g

Women 288g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

4mm 

(27mm / 23mm)

Lug Height

6.5mm 

Category

Neutral

Dig-deep traction 

Deeper multi-directional PWRTRAC 
lugs give the ultimate grip, 
specifically made to handle wet, 
muddy terrain.

Feels rock steady

PWRRUN cushioning provides a 
responsive feel while a rock plate 
ensures additional protection for 
pushing uphill and driving downhill 
with confidence. 

 

Keeps debris out 

The debris-resistant upper is 
reinforced with 3D-printed overlays 
and a mesh shield over the tongue 
for ample protection.

Peregrine11 ST

Go off trail. Not off speed.
When the ground gets soft, the Peregrine11 ST goes hard. Taking the responsive feel of our most versatile trail shoe, 

this specialized version comes equipped with deeper lugs, spaced out to dig in and shed mud fast. Plus, the upper is 

reinforced to keep dirt and debris out, so you can focus on the adventure ahead.      

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Tide / Black
S20644-35  

COLOUR Rust / Charcoal
S10644-35  unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90
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Weight

Men 326g

Women 288g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

8mm 

(27mm / 23mm)

Lug Height

5mm 

Category

Neutral

Keeps water out 

GORE-TEX® Invisible Fit technology 
provides best-in-class waterproof 
protection without making the shoe 
feel stiff or bulky.

Grip that won’t slip 

Aggressive lugs made of PWRTRAC 
tacky rubber conform to dig in and 
confidently grip a wide variety of 
terrain. 

Feels rock steady

PWRRUN cushioning provides a 
responsive feel while a rock plate 
ensures additional protection for 
pushing uphill and driving downhill 
with confidence.

Don’t fear the forecast.
Even in the wettest conditions, feet stay dry and comfortable in the waterproof Peregrine11 GTX®. You get all the grip and 

power you expect from our most trusted trail shoe with the lightweight, flexible protection of GORE-TEX® technology. 

Simply, rain and snow cannot get in and slow down your trail adventures. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Black / Gravel
S20643-45  

COLOUR Black / Cherry
S10643-45  

Peregrine11 GTX®

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 219.90
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Weight

Men 298g

Women 269g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

4mm 

(28.5mm / 24.5mm)

Lug Height

3.5mm 

Category

Neutral

Grippy traction 

PWRTRAC tacky rubber and rugged 
directional lugs give you confidence 
on any surface at any speed.

Responsive cushioning

New PWRRUN cushioning provides 
a soft underfoot feeling that can 
keep up with long days on the trails. 
 

Non-stop options 

Picky about fit? Adjust the updated 
fit with two rows of eyelets for 
endless lace configurations. Want 
to add drainage or winter studs? 
The outsole is mapped for perfect 
placement. Gaiter compatible? Yep.

Mad RiverTR2

Attack the terrain your way.
For trail-running adventure seekers, the Mad RiverTR2 is a fast, grippy shoe that puts you in control of your destiny with 

customizable features to make it entirely your own—now even more comfortable. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Citrus / Black
S20582-35  

COLOUR Charcoal / Black
S10582-45  unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
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Weight

Men 298g

Women 269g

US Sizes

Men 7-13, 14

Women 5-12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

4mm 

(28.5mm / 24.5mm)

Lug Height

3.5mm 

Category

Neutral

Rugged outsole 

Grippy lugs on the outsole are made 
with carbon rubber for 
rock-solid footings.

Versatile cushioning 

A moderate stack VERSARUN 
cushioning packs plenty of 
underfoot comfort no matter 
the destination.

Durable protection

The trail-specific mesh with 
supportive overlays locks your foot 
into place and protects from debris 
without looking or feeling bulky. 
The GORE-TEX® edition is 
waterproof but breathes.

Excursion TR14 GTX®

Be left high and dry.
This trail running shoe sports all of the great benefits of the ExcursionTR14, but with a GORE-TEX® membrane that 

ensures breathable, waterproof protection. So while the weatherman may call for rain, the forecast for your feet will be 

“dry with a guarantee of happiness”.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Charcoal / Storm
S20588-2  

COLOUR Charcoal / Blue
S10588-2  unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
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Competition
26 Fastwitch

27 Type A
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Weight

Men 190g

Women 167g

US Sizes

Men 7-13,14

Women 5-11,12

Cushioning

PWRRUN

Offset

4mm 

(18mm / 14mm)

Category

Neutral

 

Aggressive outsole 

Tacky, durable PWRTRAC provides 
exceptional traction to keep you 
cruising towards the finish line.

More smooth miles  

An SSL EVA midsole provides 
enough cushioning to keep you 
comfortable but doesn’t weigh you 
down, and the medial post keeps 
you feeling guided.

Fit for all 

The engineered mesh upper keeps 
your foot locked in for speed but 
maintains exceptional flexibility.

Fastwitch9

Your guide to fast finishes.
The speedy Fastwitch9 has what you need to accelerate from finisher to competitor efficiently—a light feel, responsive 

cushioning, guidance for your gait and aggressive traction.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR Future / Blue
S29053-25 

COLOUR Future / Pink
S19053-25  unverb. empf. VP: CHF 159.90
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Weight

Men 170g

Women 153g

US Sizes

Men 7-13,14

Women 5-11,12

Cushioning

SSL EVA

Offset

4mm 

(16.5mm / 12.5mm)

Category

Neutral

Aggressive outsole 

Tacky, durable PWRTRAC provides 
exceptional traction to keep you 
cruising towards the finish line.

Responsive cushioning 

An SSL EVA midsole provides 
enough cushioning to keep you 
comfortable but doesn’t weigh 
you down.

Fit for fast

An engineered mesh upper, 
featuring 3D printed overlays, 
makes for an increasingly 
dynamic fit.

TYPEA9

Podium-worthy speed.
Featherweight and responsive, the low-profile TypeA9 pushes you to your personal best. A sleek update to the upper 

using 3D Print overlays makes for an increasingly dynamic fit.

W
o

m
en

M
en

Key details3 good things to know

COLOUR White / Slime
S29065-2  

COLOUR White / ViZiPink
S19065-2  unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
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Kids
29 Ride

29 Kinvara

30 Peregrine
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US Sizes:  Boy 1-7 | Girl 1-7

• ISOFIT technology: revolutionary fit system   
   that morphs to the foot for a custom feel
• Compression moulded EVA                                                                                    
• Anti-stink lining that helps prevent bacteria
• Powergrid heel insert for stability 
• TRI-FLEX rubberized lugs on the outsole for grip
• Non-marking rubber outsole for durability 

• Lightweight upper with FLEXFILM for durability
• FORM-2-U memory foam technology at footbed 
   for extra comfort
• Rubber at toe and heel for extra durability
• Contoured FORMFIT performance midsole
• Anti-stink lining that fights bacteria
• Non-marking rubber outsole for durability
• TRI-FLEX rubberized lugs for grip

 Black / Green
 SK264329

Boy

S-Ride 13

S-Kinvara 12

GirlBoy

 Black / Pink
 SK164330

Girl

US Sizes:  Boy 10.5-7 | Girl 10.5-7

KIDS

 Black / Green
 SK264378

 Black / Pink
 SK164379

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 79.90

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 69.90
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US Sizes:  Boy 10.5-7 | Girl 10.5-7

 Grey / Green
 SK264895

Boy

S-Peregrine 11 Shield

 Magenta / Pink
 SK164351

Girl

No matter where you hit the ground running, the 
Peregrine Shield will adapt to the ground you’re on. 
Added Run Shield technology that keeps kids feet dry.

KIDS

• RUNSHIELD water-resistant technology
• Anti-microbial lining
• Compression moulded EVA
• Non-marking rubber

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 79.90
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Technology Glossary

COMFORT LITE SOCKLINER
Molded sockliner contoured to cradle 
the heel, support the arch and reduce 
peak pressures in the forefoot. Built 
from premium EVA for an exceptionally 
responsive feel.

EVERUN
A super-resilient cushioning made up of 
tiny beads of PU foam that’s naturally 
flexible, huge on energy return, and 
inherently durable for a consistent feel from 

step one to a million and one.

FLEXFILM
Lightweight yet strong material allows for 
fewer layers in the upper for a seamless, 
flexible feel. 

FORMFIT
Our exclusive 3D approach to fit that 
feels personalized through the use of 
an underfoot cradle construction that is 
topped with cushioning that shapes to you, 
plus upper materials that flex, stretch, and 
protect. 

FOUNDATION PLATFORM
Provides a highly versatile, accommodating 
fit and feel designed to maximize comfort 
and support. Specifically designed for 
compatibility with orthotics or shoe inserts.

GRID
Offers stable cushioning in the heel.

iBR+
33% lighter and provides more cushioning 
compared to standard blown rubber.

ISOFIBER
A lightweight structure system integrated 
into the upper around the heel and midfoot 
for lightweight support and hold.

ISOKNIT
The great sock-like fit of ISOFIT combined 
with an engineered knit textile to give you 
support, breathability and flexibility in all 
the right places.

ISOFIT
A soft inner sleeve and floating support 
cage combine to create a dynamic fit 
system that adapts to the shape 
and motion of your foot.

OFFSET
Heel-to-toe differential of the shoe, 
inclusive of the midsole and outsole 
measurements.

POWERGRID
PWRFOAM material is integrated with 
GRID technology to create a system that 
effectively centers the foot, absorbs impact 
and distributes pressure, resulting in an 
exceptionally smooth and responsive ride. 

PROGRID
More responsive than EVA, PROGRID 
provides incredible cushioning in a 
lightweight package. 

PRO-LOCK
Supportive straps on either side of the 
midfoot that encase the foot and lock it to 
the platform. 

PWRGRID+
PWRGRID+ platform is over 20% more 
cushioned and 15% more resilient than 
a standard POWERGRID construction, 
providing a plush feel, responsive ride, 
and superior impact protection.

PWRFOAM
An EVA-based cushioning that provides 
durability, resiliency and responsiveness.

PWRRUN+
The latest breakthrough in PU-based 
cushioning that is formulated at a lower 
density to increase the softness and 
decrease the weight of the super-resilient 
cushioning. It gives you the best in all six 
aspects of cushioning—impact absorption, 
stride response, pressure reduction, energy 
return, durability, and weight.

PWRRUNPB

PWRRUNPB is Saucony’s premiere 
cushioning material. A beaded foam made 
from a proprietary blend of PEBA polymers, 
PWRRUN PB is the weight of EVA and 
exceptionally bouncy (88% energy return). 
It also is very consistent across a wide 
range of temperatures, and dramatically 

more durable than EVA.

PWRRUN
The latest upgrade in EVA-based 
cushioning that provides even more 
energy-return rebound and durability than 
previous formulations.

PWRTRAC
Tacky, durable rubber providing exceptional 
traction and abrasion resistance.  
Compound has a Coefficient of Friction 
(COF) that is 3x that of normal carbon 
rubber. 

RUNDRY
Collar lining material combines superior 
moisture wicking properties with a plush 
feel for comfort.  

REACT2U
Ultra-plush memory foam footbed for 
ultimate cushioning.

REACT2U+
Fabric-less memory foam footbed for a 
more responsive feel and step in comfort.
 

SAUC-FIT
Supports the medial arch and provides 
a snug, secure fit.

SRC
Super Rebound Compound provides 
durable shock absorption in the heel 
crashpad to help reduce torque
and allow for a smooth transition into 
the midfoot.

SSL
Saucony Super Lite EVA blend that 
maximizes rebound and durability while 
minimizing weight. 

SUPPORT FRAME
Molded support locks the heel in place for a 
secure, stable fit. 

TRI-FLEX
Our TRI-FLEX outsole works to increase 
force dispersion over a greater surface area 
while also delivering optimal flexibility and 
traction.

VERSAFOAM
A durable EVA-based cushioning that has 
been tuned for a responsive ride.

VERSARUN
An incredible value-oriented EVA-based 
cushioning that feels responsive and has 
the durability required to hold up to a 
variety of activities.

XT-900
Premium carbon rubber outsole material 
that offers exceptional traction and high-
wear properties. 

XT-600
Carbon rubber outsole material that 
offers exceptional abrasion and traction 
properties.  



LANDING ZONE MIDFOOT TORSIONAL FLEXIBILITYMEDIAL POST

A runner’s individual body and stride dynamics determine how much added stability they need from their shoes.
The level of added stability is determined by the balance between lateral and medial heel constructions.

Allows foot to roll to ground with a 
smooth natural motion rather than 

slapping down

Lateral point of contact engineered to 
decrease twisting force around ankle 

joints generated by foot strike

Sti�er medial construction counters 
inward rotation force generated by 

lateral heel strike

SUPPORT LEVEL

LIBERTY ISO REDEEMER ISO2OMNI ISOHURRICANE ISO5GUIDE ISO2
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smooth natural motion rather than 

slapping down
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Support good habits.
Many runners find that they need their footwear to help them maintain a 
comfortable alignment. For those runners we build shoes with added structure to 
help reduce the joint torques that overstress their bodies. A runner’s individual body 
and stride dynamics determine how much added structure they need from their 
shoes. The level of support is determined by the balance between lateral and 
medial constructions.

Stiffer medial construction counters inward 
rotation force generated by lateral heel strike.

Allows foot to roll to ground with a smooth 
natural motion rather than slapping down.

Lateral point of contact engineered to decrease twisting 
force around ankle joints generated by foot strike.

Landing Zone: Torque Reduction

Medial Structure Zone: Torque Resistance

Midfoot Torsional Flexibility
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Good from all angles.

Unrestricted
forefoot

Adjustable
midfoot

Secure
heel

Adaptive
underfoot

We’ve expanded FORMFIT to extend beyond an underfoot cradle to provide better 
adaptability to your foot from every touchpoint. It’s the sum of a host of craftsmanship 
techniques—like 3D Printed overlays, soft engineered mesh, and contoured heel collars—
that conform to you for a made-for-me-feel. The end-result is comfort that disappears on 
foot, so you stay focused on the distance ahead.  

• Collar foam

• Tongue foam

• Lining

• Last shape

• Sockliner

• Topsole/strobel

• Footbed contour

• Manufacturing processes
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Trail Product
Diamond

Road Product
Diamond

PLUSH

EndorphinPRO

EndorphinSHIFT

EndorphinSPEED

Kinvara12 Ride13/14 Guide14 Omni19

Echelon8

Triumph18

SPEED NEUTRAL STRUCTURED 
CUSHIONING

STABILITY

RESPONSIVE

Mad RiverTR2

Peregrine11 Peregrine11ST

ExcursionTR14

Xodus11

FIRM SOFT
TERRAIN TERRAIN

MIN
TRACTION

MAX
TRACTION
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         5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 

        35.5 36 37 37.5 38 38.5 39 40 40.5 41 42 42.5 43 44 44.5 

          3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10  

US

EUR

UK

US

EUR

UK

Footwear Size Chart

MEN & UNISEX

KIDS

US

EUR

UK

WOMEN

 4   4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 16

36  37 37.5 38 38.5 39 40 40.5 41 42 42.5 43 44 44.5 45 46 46.5 47 48 48.5 49 49.5 50 51.5 

 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 15 

 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 

32 33 33.5 34 35 35.5 36 36.5 37 37.5 38 38.5 39 

 13 13.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
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